
How Rieco Industries made 4 Decades 
of Tacit Knowledge accessible and 
increased Productivity

Rieco Industries is a 45 year old, leading project engineering 
and manufacturing company in India, servicing customers 
across the globe in the domain of powder and bulk solids. 


Working with Fortune 500 companies, Rieco 
has, since its inception, been at the cutting 
edge of technology, research, quality and 
sustainability. With a nimble workforce of 
300, Rieco currently has 5000+ installations 
across 30 countries, and is truly a global 
leader in the domain.

Today, Rieco is recognised as a top engineering 
organisation to work for and understands that 
employees, and their skills are the building 
blocks of any organisation. Taking vital steps 
that develop, document and diffuse the skills, 
capabilities, best practices and hacks of their 
employees is critical to outdoing the 4 decades 
of business excellence enjoyed by Rieco.

Their solutions are scalable, reliable and 
meet the highest norms of the industry and 
regulators, including  ISO standards for 
welding, safety and hygiene complying GMP 
standards and ATEX, CE certifications etc.

In 2014, the company became a 100% 
subsidiary of Sudarshan Chemical Industries.

BHyve has helped Rieco optimize our 
supply chain, reach more customers 
and offer better solutions by making 
continuous learning not just possible 

but also fun and engaging.
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Managing Director, Rieco
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Rieco is an innovative and progressive organization that has been 
recognized for being a sustainable enterprise and a top employer. 
However, during the pandemic, one of the challenges it faced was about 
how to effectively transfer sales and customer success best practices and 
insights between a distributed sales team?



Moreover, with engineering talent being sparse and hiring time consuming, 
they were faced with the task of improving manufacturing outcomes - 
throughput, quality, audit clearances using established techniques of 
success over and over.



But how to do this, with distributed teams, knowledge silos within 
departments and younger incoming workforce looking to tap into

40+ years of expertise?

Challenges at Rieco

Create a Single Source of Truth and eliminate disconnected chat 
conversations that support different functionalities



Reduce the learning curve of newly onboarded employees



Improve manufacturing outcomes by reducing errors, increasing 
speed, and enhancing quality of work



Have quick access to company’s intelligence, where employees can 
ask questions to peers with experience



Identify, recognise and reward employees who take initiative, and 
build a holistic employee feedback system around skill building

Rieco’s Wishlist



BHyve was launched at Rieco as RieLearn, a 
platform to connect all employees on a single 
knowledge network. Today, RieLearn enjoys an 
activity rate of 79%, and has become the 
defacto operating system of the organisation.

BHyve @ Rieco

79%
Activity rate @


RieLearn

Discovering micro trends like 
daily price fluctuations of raw 
materials and how to navigate 
vendor conversations

Access new product insights - 
selling points, examples, key 
differentiators etc. that come 
handy in sales presentations

Document case studies about 
successful implementations 
across different geographies, 
along with insights on areas of 
improvement

Acknowledging and appreciating 
colleagues, mentors and friends 
who drive value through their 
knowledge and guidance

Share pricing related 
insights, to help sales team 
navigate client conversations 
and close contracts

Some of the tasks that RieLearn has simplified for team 
members at Rieco



Rieco’s Human Resources team now has access to insights like 
workforce skill gaps, ability to identify star performers and 
emerging leaders through BHyve’s analytics dashboard. These 
details have had a major impact on budget as well as initiatives 
being rolled out for Talent development.

How did BHyve become the platform of 
choice for Rieco?

Swift Implementation
less than 25 days to launch

Customised skills framework that 
suits Rieco’s needs

Integration with Azure Active Directory

Intuitive user friendly platform with handy 
help guides

BHyve team worked with Rieco team to understand 
needs and determine a launch strategy

Solutions focussed approach



Play Video

Vikas Bhatia
Managing Director, Rieco

Managing director of Rieco speaking about how 
BHyve helped them optimize thier supply chain

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WwnomUst6jU&feature=youtu.be


Within 6 months of BHyve being 
live at Rieco, the company has 
been able to see a significant 
improvement in information flow 
and ease of access

Outcomes
Looking at some numbers, 
we find that BHyve is thriving 
as the go-to platform for 
discovering the best of Rieco.

Over 75% questions asked have been answered, 
averaging 3 responses per question

Over 250 pieces of company knowledge have been 
documented, which have been viewed 6000 plus times

RieLearn is now Rieco’s Centre of Excellence, 
driving impact across company performance and 
culture. In the words of MD Vikas Bhatia, BHyve is 
enabling employees to “build a legacy” at Rieco.

Know how BHyve can increase Productivity at your 
Organisation by making tacit knowledge accessible.

Contact us

https://www.bhyve.io/contact-us

